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THK ROLLING RESISTANCE AND SINKAÜE OF TOWED
DUAL WHEEL COMBINATIONS IN SAND

(O
(M

J.G. HETHERINGTON and I. LITTLETON
ROYAL MILITARY COLLEGE OF SCIENCE, SHRIVENHAM, SWINDON, WILTS.
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The ability to predict the performanc« of wheeled vehicles across country
is of paramount importance in both the design of military vehicles and
assessing their effectiveness within a specified theatre of operation. In
a previous paper by the authors CO a predictive formula was developed
which effected the prediction of the rolling resistance and sinkage of
towed wheels on sand. The advantage of the form of the equation was that,
where other workers had employed the cone index gradient as a measure of
sand strength for mobility studies, this prediction used only the soil
bulk unit weight and the angle of friction of the soil. The predictive
equation was shown to correlate well with experiments on a wide range of
wheel geometries, loads and granular soils.
^
,
'
It has been shown, Rowland {2), that the typical peak pressures beneath an
armoured, wheeled vehicle are generally very high, and certainly much
higher than their tracked counterpart. In general it is assumed that high
pressure equates to poor performance. This is certainly so on fine
grained soils, where increased pressure produces no benefit in traction,
but incurs the penalty of extra sinkage and rolling resistance. For this
reason the draw-bar pull reduces and the mobility suffers. However, on
coarse grained soils, increased pressure both increases traction and
resistance, with the result that draw-bar pull can actually increase with
increased vehicle weight. For vehicle designers attempting to improve
mobility, it has conmonly been a tempting solution to consider dualling the
wheels on a particular axle. The effect of this action has proved
difficult to understand and often disappointing in outcome. Melzer and
Knight in their paper on this subject (3) quote examples of field tests on
both agricultural and military vehicles in which the single wheeled
version out-performed the dual wheeled on certain soil conditions.
Tests performed by Rouch, Liljedahl and Clark (A, 3) on a cohesive soil
showed that, whilst dual-wheels consistently out-performed single wheels,
the magnitude of the improvemant decreased with soil strength. Melzer and
Knight (3) performed a comprehensive series of tests on driven dual wheel
combinations and presented their results within the system of mobility
numerics developed by Freitag (6). They found that the draw bar pull
mobilised with a dual wheel system, with sero separation between wheels,
coincided with that which would be obtained from a single wheel of the
same overall dimensions. The total draw bar pull from the pair of wheels
decreased with increased separation and they confirmtd the findings of
references 4 and 5 that the benefit of dual wheels was greatest on weak
soils. Gee Clough (7) has observed that the reduction in rolling
resistance with separation found by Melzer and Knight, and confirmed himself experimentally, contradicted the prediction from mobility numeric
analysis.
Whilst the work of Gee Clough examined wheel separation ratios (a/b
Figure I) in the range of 0 to 0.33, Melzer examined ratios of 0 and I to

where

z

is the sinkage of single wheel
s
z . is the sinkage of dual wheel aystein carrying the same load.

and

Thus these parameters are simply the percentage improvement Hnrived from
doubling up the wheels.
By considering a dual combination with «ero spacing (a/b • 0) values of F^
and F can be obtained from equations (I):
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For small separations, the toil will be unable to perceive the wheels as
discrete and therefore the performance of a pair of wheels, each of width
b, separated by an amount 'a^can be represented by a single wheel of
breadth (2b*a). Thus
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These expressions predict that, for small values of a/b, the improvement
derived from dualling will increase linearly with wheel separation.
EXPERIMENTAL WORK
A prograonc of tests was carried out on model scale, rigid wheels in single
and dual configurations. The wheels were towed at a slow, constant speed
on a uniform bed of dry Calne sand, the details of which are contained in
reference 7. The wheels used were 0.047 m wide, with diameters of 0.25 m
and 0.3 m, and 0.072 m wide with a diameter of 0.3 m. For each wheel combination, both axle load and wheel spacing were varied, and the rolling
resistance and sinkage of the combination recorded. The results of the
experimental tests are presented in Figures 2 and 3.
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8. Thus the findings and anomalies
could be attributable to the different
ranges examined. Clearly there is a
complex interaction between traction and
rolling resistance in the case of driven
wheels as investigated by Malier and
Knight. The aim of this work is to
isolate the parameters of sinkage and
rolling resistance by studying the towed
case. By taking experimental results
for a range of ratios between 0 and 5,
and comparing these with the predictions
from the formula of reference I, this
paper seeks to quantify and explain the
reductions in sinkage and rolling
resistance which accrue from dualling
towed wheels.
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Figur« i

THEORY
Reference (I) gives the following expressions for the rolling resistance
and sinkage of a towed rigid wheel in sand:
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(i)

rolling resistance
vertical axle load on wheel
wheel breadth
wheel diameter
soil bulk unit weight
a Tenaghi bearing capacity factor

These expressions were shown to predict, within tolerable limits of
accuracy, performance parameters for a wide range of wheels on several
sands of widely differing properties. The advantages of these equations
over other systems lies in their ease of use, and in their dependence only
on soil bulk unit weight and angle of friction in defining soil properties.
An informative method of describing the performance of dual wheel systems
is to examine the benefit which accrues from replacing a single wheel with
a double wheel unit. In this paper this benefit will be characterised by
a "resistance improvement factor" (FR) and a sinkage improvement factor
(F-) defined as follows:

F

R-

where

R

and

K

I0OZ

is the resistance of single wheel
d

is the resistance of dual wheel system carrying the same load
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DISCUSSION
On« advantage of attaaalng dual wh««l parformance by comparison
■ ingle wheel carrying the aam« load is that the major source of
which comes from soil property measurement, is eliminated. The
ficant sources of error in this work war« in the measurement of
resistance and sinkage.
Ic is estimated that the determination
sinkaga and rolling resistance could be subject to errors of up

with a
error,
only signirolling
of both
Co t IOZ.

Sine« both single and dual wheel measurements are subject to errors. Chair
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quoti<-nt will be subject to errors of up to I 20Z. The experimental
result« indicate the following charactaristirs of behaviour:
1)
Replacing a single wheel with a dual wheel combination will reduce
both sinkage and rolling resistance.
2)
The improvement derived from dualling wheel* increases with wheel
spacing, until the wheels act as separate entities.
3)
At a rule of thuab, the percentage improvement derived varies from
10 to 25Z for resistance and about 50t for sinkage.
The dotted lines added to the figures represent the theoretical predictions. In the case of rolling resistance, the predicted benefit is
considerably more than that actually observed, although the variation with
separation is comparable. In the case of sinkage, both the levels of
benefit derived and their dependence on a/h show some correlation.
It is interesting to observe that the presentation of Figures 2 and 3
apparently removes the distinction between different families of tests.
Differences in axle load, wheel breadth and wheel diameter do not manifest
themselves in data grouping when the result* are analysed in this way.
Thus both the sinkage and the rolling resistance improvement factors
appear to be independent of mobility numeric. This is consistent with the
findings of previous workers who observed that the magnitude of the benefit
derived diminished with increased numeric value since, for towed wheels,
both sinkage and resistance also diminish with increased numeric value.
Finally, it is worth making an observation on the case of driven dual
wheel systems. In both sands and clays reductions will be observed in
sinkage and rolling resistance through dualling wheels. The increased
contact area will improve traction significantly in cohesive soils but not
in frictional soils. It is probable therefore that there will be more to
be gained from dualling wheels for applications on clays than there will
be on sand. There is clearly a need for more information on the performance of driven dual wheel combinations on clay soils.
CONCLUSIONS
1)
A progranrae of tests on towed, rigid wheels on sand has shown that
replacing a single wheel with a dual wheel unit will reduce both sinkage
and rolling resistance.
2)
The improvement derived from dualling wheels increases with spacing,
until the wheels set as separate entities.
3)
As a rule of thumb, a SOZ reduction in sinkage and between 10 and
2SZ reduction in rolling resistance derives from dualling wheels.
4)
By modelling the dual wheel unit with a single wheel of the same
external dimensions, some trends of behaviour can be predicted.
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